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GOOD FISH TAKEN
FROM THE POOL

Tobacco Should be Smoked Up
As Soon as it’s Cut Up
Then it is bound to be fresh — to smoke cool and
sweet— because the natural moisture hasn’t a chance to
escape. T hat’s the reason experienced smokers stick to
the good old Sickle plug— slice off a fresh pipeful as they
need it— and get all the original flavor and fragrance
that have been pressed in the plug, and kept there by the
natural leaf wrapper.

Tennis Court Nearly Completed—
The Van Dusens Arrive in
Their Cadillac

Slice it as
you use

10c

5 out of 6 REVOLVER
CHAMPIONSHIPS
PRACTICALLY A CLEAN SWEEP, WON BY

AMMUNITION

(Special to Maine Woods.)

Upper Dam, July 14—The middle
July has come and from most of
the‘ cottages the stars and stripes ar
flying, which tell that the families,
who fo-r years have been.
coming
here, have returned, and the hearty
greetings exchanged as one by one
they come back to meet again and
These smokers could save a minute’s time by getting their
fish from this famous pool,
tell
tobacco already cut up— but they know it would also be dried up,
more than words of the welcome glv
would bum fast and bite their tongues.
en.
And the grasp of the hand and
but
a
word spoken tell of those
Y ou’ll find solid satisfaction in smoking Sickle. And you’ll
whom all miss, but do not forget.
get more tobacco, because there is no package to pay for. Your
“ This is cold weather, but if
dealer sells Sickle.
you had such hot weather as we
have at home, why we should stay
there,” said one of the late com
ers.
it
The fish in the pool seem
to
know the place for them is to
hid© away in the deep water un
der the dam and wait for warmer
days before they rise to the fly.
Yet there have been some records}
taken from the pool the last week,
the luckv number of seven salmon
having been recorded.
S. H. Palmer from Milford, Penn.,
caught one of 3 pounds and one ">f
3 pounds, 9 ounces, but he had
The fish dog is a new feature in better look out for his laurels as
Jasper and his service to the fish his son, Stephen H. Jr., has been
hunters corresponds in every detail sending the fly over the pool and
with that of the best trained bird brought a 3 pound, 5 ounce salmon
dog to the professional quail hunters, to net.
Tom W. Miner of New York, who
except that instead of carrying the
fish in his mouth from the place has not until this week caught a
where they rise to the top of the record on the fly from the pool took
water after being killed by a bullet two, one of 3 pounds, 11 ounces the
from the gun of a fish hunter stand other 3 pounds, 4 ounces and now
T o the Editor of Maine Woods;
ing on a high bank, the canine can talk fishing with his wife1 who
Lu Verne, Iowa, Julv 1913.
is the only lady that has taken a
As I notice you sometimes print thrusts his tail in at the mouth and record fish on the fly this season.
out
at
the
gilll
of
the
fish,
sometimes
fish stories I am sending you a
James C. Dougherty of Syracuse,
clipping from the “ Newton Nugget,” j stringing as many as a dozen upon N. Y., landed a 3 pound, 9 ounce
a newspaper printed, down among the his tail which he elevates* high salmon.
big hills of Jasper county, Arkansas. enough to keep the fish from slip
Wm. B. Fair, just to provekhe has
There are no railroads in Jasper Jping off, before he returns to his not lost the1 art of fly fishing land
master.
Editor
Crandall
accompan
county, but the newspapers are neith!
ed a 4 pound, 1 ounce salmon on
er dead nor sleeping, nor do they j ied Hon. W. W. Moore, Monday, on Saturday.
-■
! ’a;
hesitate to publish, any good news j a very successful fish hunt. Tuesda
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Van Dusen of
Sawyer joined
with
the
items that come their way.
The Mr.
New York city are again at home
iMoore-Cnandall
fish
huntingexpedi
writer is personally acquainted with j
in the cottage built for them three
the people mentioned except Mr, tion, and we think the trfflo exter years ago.
Thev came in
their
Moore. We are well acquainted with minated big Mack bass, temporarily, Cadillac tourng car and report the
It is a novel and roads far better than last summer
the editor of that Newton Nugget. in Buffalo river.
Here is the story' as it appears in inspiring sight to see a dog making through the White Mountains. When
regular trips from amid stream to Mr. Van gets busy in the pool there
said paper;
“ Stanley Crandall, owner and edi the shore with his tail strung full1 will be something to report, if he
last
tor of the Harrilson Republican and of black bass, some of which weigh catches as many as he did
Mr. Crandall’s legion vear.
owner and publisher of the Newton ed 7 pounds.
Everyone was glad to
welcome
Nugget, Jasper, came to tnis city of friends here enjoyed his visit and
with I. V. Sawyer and spent Monday hope he will come to Jasper again Mrs. Wiiliam B. French of Boston,
and
Tuesday
fishing—not with when he is ahuagered for fish, and who lias been an annual guest here
for many summers and comes to
rod and reel but with dog and gun. bring his friend I. V. Sawyer.”
stay unU1 September.
Dr. and Mrs. James W. Wister and
daughter, Miss Suzanna, and little
son, Dame’ and mirse of PhMadel|phia are haDDv to return f^r another
j season.
Thev arr ved last Friday,
j Rev. Fr. John D. Colbert of WaikeI field, Mass, who has been coming
TH E SPORTSMAN’ S NEW SPAPER OF AMERICA
j here for years and who was in
(Published weekly, Established 1874.)
I Europe last season, many
friends
Subscription $4. a year. 82. fo r 6 m onths: Sam ple co p y free if yon mention Maine W oods
are glad to greet at Upper
Dam
The American Field collects news by ic3 own staff representatives and
{again.
He
is
accompanied
by
his
special reporters, giving authoritative reports of leading events in the
Winsportsman's world. Its recreative columns are always replete with inter j nephew, John B. Welch, of
esting articles and contributions and open a wide field for discussiou of all j Chester,
Mass., and Boston Tech.,
subjects that interest sportsmen.
s1914, arrived last Thursday.
The departments ->t The \-nerican field are: Editorial, Game and Shooting. Fish
The tenuis court is pearly com 
and Fishing. Natural History. Hunting, Kennel, Trap Shooting, Rifle. Revolver
pleted and the young folks are an
and Pistol, Queries and AnswersSEND ONE DOLLAR FOR THREE MONTHS’ TitiAL SUBSCRIPTION;
xiously waiting to play their first
I f i o t more than satisfied w ith it the m oney w ill be refunded on request
game on the new court.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E.
Little
of
Boston
were
here
,for
over
Sunday.
801 MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO.
Miss Black Lovell of Portsmouth,
N. H., is greatly enjoying her first,
visit at Upper Dam.
This morning Mrs. John S. Doane
Time-Table In Effect June 23, 1913
returned to Boston for a few days
and Mr. Doane keeps open
camp
P.M. A.M. A.M. A.M. P.M.
P.M. P.M. A M . A.M. A.M,
here,'
*7 36
lv New York,(Gr. Cen. Sta.) ar
•8 00

3 Ounces

WHV

The results of the United States Revolver Association 1912 Outdoor
Championships, just officially announced, show that users of Peters
Cartridges wow FIRST in every match but one, also Second place in
one match, Third in three matches and fifth in two.
Matcfi A. Revolver Cbaaptonabip
Match D. Military Record
1st—-A. M. Poindexter, 467
1st—Dr. J. H. Snook, 212
Match F. Pocket Revolver CbanpioMbip
1st—Dr. 0. A. Burgeson, 208
TWO NEW RECORDS:
Match C. Military Revolver Ghaoipioaehtp

1st—Dr. J, H. Snook 621

PETERS R EVOLVER AN D RIFLE CARTRIDGES of 32 and larger calibers are just
as surely superior to other makes as Peters 22 caliber. PETERS SMOKELESS Cart
ridges are as far ahead of competing brands as are PETERS SEMI-SMOKELESS.

Shoot the (P) brand, the only kind that will shoot perfectly
in ANY good gun.

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO
N E W Y O R K : 98 Chambers St.. T. H. Keller. Manager

H U H H W U V H H H H W U V tV V tH *
GENUINE

Address AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY

Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes Railroad

AM

Boston, (via Portsmouth)
Boston, (via Dover)
Portland

9 00
8 55
1 00

lv
lv
lv

4 20

11 00 lv

4 50

lv

Strong

•6 00
6 26
6 46

4 55 9 30
5 23 10 05
5 42 10 46

lv
lv
ar

Strong
Salem

7 46
8 14
*8 37

5 45 12 00
6 13 12 35
6 35 1 05

lv
lv
lv

Carrabasset
Bigelow

5 55
6 15
6 15
7 08
7 27
7 28
7 43
*7 46
A.M .

P.M.
1 40
12 25 4 50
2 15
12 45 5 10
12 45 5 13 7 40
1 43 6 05 9 15
2 02 6 25
2 05 6 27
2 18 4 43 10 15
2 20 6 45
P.M. P.M. A.M. P.M.

lv
ar
lv
lv
lv
lv
lv
lv

Phillips
Redington
Dallas
Dead River
Rangeley
Marbles

10 00
•1 25

3 00
8 40

6 25 11 55
P.M.
5 55 12 25

Farmington

Kingfield

Strong

P.M. P.M.
ar 3 15 9 05 *5 10
ar 3 30 9 10
ar 11 20 5 30 12 15
A.M.
ar 7 55 2 00 9 10

ar 7 25
. ar
ar
lv
ar
ar
ar
ar
lv
ar
ar
ar
ar

TO

8 35

8 45

1 20
12 55
12 35

8 25
7 59
7 37

8 15
7 30
6 50

1 30
1 10

I 05
12 13
II 49
11 47
11 40
11 35
A.M.

P.M.
3 05
2 25
2 00

8 35 8 45
8 16
8 13 7 30 3 00
7 24
11 40
6 59
6 57
6 50
10 45
*6 45
P.M. A.M. A.M.

F. N. BEAL. G. P. A.
•Daily. All other trains daily except Sunday.

HATCHERY.

9 35

1 30

11 45 7 30
11 18 7 03
10 55 *6 40

7 25
7 05
7 00
6 05
5 44
5 42
5 35
lv 5 30
A.M.

ENLARGE

W al t er I. Neal, in 1an d c oin mis si on
er o f fish and game, in company
with Blaine S. Viles, State forestry
commissioner, have returned from
Mosquito, where they have* been for
the purpose pf enlarging the fishery
there so it will carry double its pres
ent capacity of 700,000 trout.
Th© fishery, which is one of the
best n the state, is not able to keep
RP jvith its orders and large demand
are continually pouring in upon the
commissioners to furnish other wa
ter® with fish from this hatchery.

P ALM ER

Waterproof, Oil Tan Moccasins
Tanned and manufactured by the
original JOHN PALMER who
for over thirty years h^s made
the best moccasins in North
America.
In complete assortment for immediate
delivery.

AN ARKANSAS
FISH DOG

Ye Maine Sports Listen to this
Fish Story from the Ozark
of Arkansas

Match R. Revolver Teaat Chaapioiwhip

1st—Denver Revolver Club 774

TRADE

MARK

Catalogue on request
SOLE AGENT FOR U.S.A.

STYLE 40 1-2

CLARK-HUTCHINSON
COMPANY, B O ST O N , M A S S .

GUEST AND “BILLY”
GO A- FISHING
(Special to Maine Woods.)

BASE BALL AND TENNIS
The ’ Rangeley Lake House base ball
team will play their opening game
about the middle of this month and
the team Will be a first class one.
Briggs, Dingley, Wood and Goodspeed
of last year’s regulars are now hard
at work rounding into form. MarblShields and ex-Captain McClellan are
due here soon.
The latter has been,
twirling swell ball of lab© and is
bound to be heard from.
About 20
recruits will fight for positions and
the regulars are bound to have to
work hard for their jobs. All chal
lenges for this season should be ad
dressed. immediately to Kenneth A.
Wood at the Rangeley Lake House,

Ox Bow, July 7—Ox Bow was not
so far away but that we had a fine
Celebration “ the night before,” thank
to E. J. Whitehous© of N. Y., a guest
at Libby’s hospitable caravansary.
It took almost two hours to set it
off, and the display, which was a
varied one, gave great pleasure to
the many people, present.
Since the
4th, “ things have settled down to
the usual summer level and from
now on till winter, and even then,
no doubt many autos an buck boards
will climb the ridges and slide down
their sidesi on their way to the lakes
The tennis court is in excellent
and beyond.
s Z
condition, and the tennis team has
Recent rain and warm sunshine
been reorganized at the Rangeley
have pushed the potatoes ahead fine- j
Lake
House and the players are now
lv and all
other vegetables as
hard at work for the season.
Wood,
well.
Reports from ail points show
Marble,
Goodspeed,
Heyl,
Vail
and
that fishing is first-class.
Billy and 1 weAt up-river to Hay- I Shields will all be on hand and a

den’s brook last Saturday and return'! su0cess^ul season is looked for.
ed with 14 nice ttout
*illy did the. Keunetl1 WoocI
reoelve a11 chal~
wading, and all the catching while I enges until the n e f manager is electstayed by “ the stuff.*'4' We got back ed. The first tennis tournament of
home in season for a trout supper this season was played Saturday and
prej^red in Billy’s oven inimitable won by Miss Marioe Chattilou and
way.
StoU f ’ eVer to r c e t ir ? ” NoJ Keulletl1
"',lu> del*at<fl Dl‘:
never.
_ _iMwwe
tP start tor a Urt> Bash aild * " A<Wte Wo° 4 in
To-day
days’ hike to the dead water, w ith ! finaia- 6' S’ 2‘ 6’ 6‘ 2’ . , The teaturf
canoe and grub for the tr.ipi Billy j
t*ie matc^ were- Miss Chatillons
says the water is just boiling with ; &en'*ce au^ ^ SS| V ood s net play
hungry trout, not large but plentiful, i ms’
iIis's Rutl1 ^ • K* Eisenhower
The bridge1 is being put in sha^pe,j
Philadelphia, wh.o seteial >ea.»
or, rather, the highway, anq
leve ago wou tile Bouse championship
id the lev
raised for a much neededl improvt
improve ' in tennis Es rapidly rounding into
her old time form and is th© logical
potent.
Sunday a largely attended Sunday choice as this year’s Winner. Her
schoo.1 concert was held ' at the backhand Lawford which was her
church, Rev. jM. M. Smyser, pastor. ! weak point two years ago has been
assisted by Rev. H. B. Stock, pi greatly improved. Goff, tennis and
Carlisle, Pa., and J. R. Hemmffiger oi’j base ball are now the infcch talked of
©vents.
the same, place, a very fin j gospel j c° min
singer.
An, interesting prog ram j ........
was greatly enjoyed by the large j
True Anglers Use
audience present.
The
Williams
Barbless H oot
Some guests at Libby's; E. J.
Whitehouse, Irvington, ©i^ the Hu 1- |fj
Because it is guaranteed to
catch and hold better than
Son, N. Y., R. K. W.o<
a barbed hook, yet you can
Y., Jas. A. Stellman, Fdeasantville,
remove the little fish without
N. Y.
They are up river with Wil
injury. Yearlings, spawn,
and their killing wastes thou
lie Fleming, Ed Jundk^fc Sam Pelsands of eggs, this means
ky and Frank Murphy as guides.
certain ruin to a .glorious sport. The
M. P, Whaples, F, H. Comstock Williams Barbless hook is a scientific
and D. C. S. Comstock, all of East and a practical lure, no mechanism, just,
its ingenious shape. It stands for a
Hartford, Conn., are on tliq£ war-pat li SQUARE deal to the future of the sport:
with Will Ambrose, Mel Murphy am' a SQUARE deal to the little fish and a
SQUARE deal to yourself as a sports
Ellis Currier as .guides,
man. Imported standard flies, $1.60 per
R. L. Payne and wife, of N
dozen, bait hooks 25 cents.
Va,, are just leaving to.-day
LACEI T. WILLIAMS,
to come again for more good
718 ' W*ter St.,
Oat Harbor, Ob

i
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Portland, Mr. and Mrs, John E.
LAKE HOUSE
White of Waterviile were among the
week end guests.
NEARLY FULL Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Nuckols of

Hartford, Conn., en route for K.ennebago, registered here Monday,
B. BRACKETT,
Mr. and Mrs. W . T. Ward, Mrs. J.
Business Manager
F. Hall and Charles F. Grossman of
Poughkeepsie, N. Y-, were among, th©
OUTING EDITION.
automobile| parties who have tarried
I pages, ................................. $1.00 per year
here this week.
LOCAL EDITION.
12 and 16 pages, .............. $1.50 pet year
(Special to Maine Woods).
Mr. and Mrs. kGeorge S. Perry of
Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and Pana
Rangeley Fake House, July 16—Th New Bedford, Mass., arc at this
ma subscription 5 0 cents extra.
F ormiddle of Julv finds nearly 175 guest hotel for a 10 days’ stay.
•i*n subscriptions, 75 cents extra.
here, which is more than the us
Mrs. Philip B u x to n o f Brooklvn,
ual
number
'before
August,
when
N.
Y., came Tuesday toi spend some
Entered as second class matter, January 21.
1909, at the postoflS.ee : at Phillips. Maine, under the number will be over 200.
time with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
the Act of March 3. 1879.
.While everyone from the city, as F. LedeUey of the same c'ity, wh°
well 'as the farmer who has tons of came in May to remain until Octob
The Main© Woods thoroughly covers
hay cut, would like more sunshine, er.
the entire state of Maine as to Hunt
Dwight Prouty of Framingham,
ing, Fishing, Trapping, , damping, and and warmer days, yet this is surely
©uting news and the whole
Franklin comfortable weather.
Mass., registered this week for a
The automobile parties claim the 10 days’ stay,.
eounty locally.
Maine W oods solicits communications Maine roads are better
than they
Coming from Hartford, Conn., in
and fish and game photographs from its find through the Adirondacks.
thetr
touring car Jas. H. Tall man,
waders.
Mr. and Mrs. Jay S. Jones, their
Mrs. Leonard A. Ellis, Miss J. B.
W hen ordering the address of
your
son, Douglas and nurse of Brook
Woods en route for Quebec made a
paper changed, please give the old as
lyn,
N. Y., are here again for an
well as new address.
,
short stay here the first- of the
other summer.
Mr. Jones is one of
week.
the best golf players who
come®
On Sundav morning the following
to the Rangelevs and soon tourna
T H U R SD A Y , JU LY 17, 1913
party
of merrv young people went
ments will he announced and the
to Kennebago Lake House for din
beautiful cups won.
Dr. E. A, Bush, Messrs. Ken
Mrs. Frank H. Ellis of Philadelphia ner:
has this week joined her sister, Mrs. neth, Luther and Alton Wood, Ray
mond Adams, Norton Goodspeed and
C. R. Adams, for a few weeks’ stay.
the
Misses Rachel Marble, Ruth Eis
Mr. and Mrs. George Batters, Miss
ennower
and A.ddie Wood. The party
Batters and Master George of Mont
went
by
hnckboard, horseback and
clair, N. J. have come for them first
trip and express themselves as very “ hiked it’’ ovier the road, all declar
ing they had a great day.
much pleased with this place.
Misses A. F. and C. E. Day and
Miss Dickev and Miss Elvira
Dickey of Philadelphia came Thurs Nathan B. Day of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
are spending a few days here.
day for a month’s sojourn.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E.
Paige,
Mrs. Wm. C. Allen of Portland,
It is doubtful if promotion ever who is among the annual comers for Masters Francis and Richard Paige of
brought more satisfaction to the the mid summer days, was welcom Boston spent part of the week at
this hotel.
people generally than the selection ed on her arrival this week.
D.
M. MacHether of Boston was Much sympathy is felt for Donald
of Mr. George S. Hobbs of Portland
as the vice president and general here for the week end.
Briggs, one of the popular clerks in
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Kelley of Phil the hotel office, who was recently
manager of the Maine 'Central rail
road.
The railroad is one of the adelphia were so much pleased with called home on account of the death
in 1912, °f his father, Dr. Frederick C- Briggs
greatest enterprises in the state and their stay at this hotel
it is especially gratifying that the they have returned for another sea that occurred in Montreal. Dr. Briggs
newly elected manager is a native son.
was well known and much liked by
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Look, +veir many friends in this part of Maine
of Maine, being born in the town
of Wells.
He is a brother of W. daughter, M.iss Marjorie, and son, and his death will be mourned by a
J. Hobbs, vice president of the Bos Master Vernon J. Cook, of Baltimore, large circle of friends.
ton and Maine railroad.
Mr. Hobbs Ma., are among the new comers who
Last Thursday afternoon Miss
is a thorough railroad man as he remain until September.
Rachel
Marble, the “ daughter of the
Mr. and Mrs. William L.
Rich,
has been collected with it for many
vears, and has been second vice pres-* William L. Jr., and W. J. Hosford of house’’ and a party of eight of the
ident and comptroller for the past New York, .who are touring Maine in young folks from the hotel, about
five y,ears and will bring much know** thier automobile, were here for ov 4 o’clock took their supper, went ov
er to the Gilman farm, where they
ledge and experience to his new of er the Sabbath.
Mrs. C. A. Morse and daughter, made hot coffee and cooked steaks
fice.
He is conceded to be one. of
the ablest business men
in the Miss Marion and maid of Chestnut and enjoyed Miss Addie Wood’s fa
In the ev
state and the people of Maine are Hill, Mass., have taken rooms here mous “ cheese dreams.”
ening the farm house echoed
the
confident of his great ability to until August.
handle big affairs.
He is broad
Evervone had a welcome for Mr. laughter of the happy company as
minded, fair hi his dealings
and and Mrs. George G. Schaefer and they played hide-and-seek, sang songa
Miss Gladys Gil
is always willing to listen to both their three charming daughters the and told stories.
sides of the story and
give the Misses Schafer cf New«Y°rk, who man, who is now in Switzerland wa.s
people as well as the railroad a have been spending thfsum m er here not forgotten as the key locked the
for several years.
They came in door and the merry makers drove
square deal.
At the age of 15 Mr. Hobbs en their touring car via Quebec
and home.

Phillips, Maine

Automobile Parties Find Good
Roads—Picnics and Horse
back Riding is Enjoyed

NEW MANAGER FOR
MAINE CENTRAL

General Satisfaction Throughout
the State at Promotion of Mr.
George S. Hobbs

tered the employ of the Eastern .Rail
way Co., as clerk.
He went West
an 1886 to asume the position of
auditor of the Mar.quett, Houghton
& Ontonagon railroad in Michigan,
returning four years later to become
superintendent of car service of the
Boston & Maine.
He was auditor
of the Southern railway three years
until 1897 when he came to Port
land as auditor cf the Maine Cen
tral.
He.Avas promoted to comptrol
ler in 1902 and was elected second
vice president five years agoARRIVALS AT THE ELMWOOD.

C. S. Robinson, N. E. Willis, J. P.
Scully, P. R. Riipler, A. L. Berry,
Portland; Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Nich
ols, P. Tapper, Fairfield; Geo. W.
Ridlon, West Paris; F. J. Ba-mjum,
Boston; E. O. Brown, Farmington;
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Fogler, Skowbegan; Miss Coffin, Mrs. Brainard,,
Mr. Barrett, Skowhegan; Mr.
and
Mrs. S'. Chi pm an and chauffeur, Mrs.
V. D. G. Mundes, New York;
M.
M. Caswell, Bridgtcn; John Evans,
J. A. Doherty Boston;
Dr.
Dan
Field, Mis® Evelyn Tedford,
Miss
Evelyn Rudges, Weld; Mrs. J. F,
Hull, Gbas. F. Grossman Mr. and
Mrs. W. I. Ward and chauffeur,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; L. S. Dorntee,
W. F. Lakin, F. S. Billings, Boston.;
S. T. Cobb, Auburn; Mr. and Mrs.
Day, N. B. Day, Boston;
C.
W.
Steele, Farmington; G. C. Bur ban, k
Portlaad; A. C. Dolbier, Ed Vot
A. C. Haskell, Boston; John' Co
Kingfleld; Mr. and .Mrs. B. G .' M
I®tire; Miss Kathleen Mclntire, Ea:
Waterford; Mr. and Mrs. E. IV
Johnstone, Brownville; J. G. Dear
borne, New burg.

Jackman and report a most delight
ful trip.
Judge and Mrs. J. K. Beach o f
New Haven, Corn., are here for a
10 days’ stay.
Mrs. E. S. Goodale of Watertown,
N. Y., and Miss A. R. Young of
Lewiston were £ere for over Sun
day.
Mrs. W. PI. Bliss and son, H. M.
and daughter, Miss Margaret Bliss,
of Chestnut Hill, Mass., have taken
rooms at this hotel for July
anti
then will go to their beautiful sum
mer place on the Kennebago road.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Klopman
and
Miss V. D. S. Mendes of New York,
who are touring in their automobile
reached here from Bretton Woods,
the first of the week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Harman, Miss
Elsie and vFss Helen Harman of
ClaInfield, N. J. are among the new
comers who remain several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry E. Conner® of

where to spend the hot days of the summer months,

WRITE

information concerning hotels and camps, to

MAINE INFORMATION BUREAU,
Phillips,

-

Rangeley put up a fine article

(Special to Maine Woods.)
Rangeley, July 17—There is more
interest this year than over before
in golf and the players are daily seen
on the links in large numbers.
The first Sweepstake tournament
on the Oquossoe course was held
last Saturday and won by Morton
Goodspeed of the Woodland
Golf
club of Auburndale, Mass., and the
scores were as follows:
87 11—76
Mart on Goods peed,
87 6—81
C. E. Synnott,
106 25—81
D. M. Mac Arthur,
102 20—82
Kenneth Wood,
91 6—85
Jay Jones;
Luther Wood,
98 11—87
101 14—87
Miss E. S. Back,
101 14—96
Mrs. F. Back,
126 25—101
D. E. Paris
The following coming events on
the Oquossoe Golf link, July 19, will
be played:
Medal Play handicap;
July
26,
Bogey
handicap and
ana during the month of August
there will be some great work done
as there are some very fine players
in this region and they come from
all the private camps and hotels for
miles around:
Aug. 2, Medal Play, handicap.
Aug. 9, Gravestone handicap.
Aug. 16, Bogey handicap.
Aug. 29, Medal Play handicap.
Aug. 30, Selected sboles.
Great interest is already
being
taken in the Women’s championship
which will be played on August 11
and on August IS comes the Men’s
championship.
The Oquossoe Golf dlulb has re
cently chosen the following officers
and committees for the season of
1913:
President and treasurer, H.
M. Burrows; Vice president. Adam
secretary, C. B. Waterman; gov
ernors, C. E. Synnort E. Osterholt
and Jay S. Jones; standing commit
tee: Greens, H. M. Burrows, chair
man; E. Osterholt, Jay S. Jones;
handicaps, C. B. Waterman
chair
man; Stewart King, Ernest Napier,
tournaments Jav S. Jones,
chair
man; C. R. Adams, Luther Wood.

BASE BALL
(Special to Maine Woods).
Rangeley, July 17—The first game
of the season was a draw called in
the 9th on account of rain.
West
STATE OF

-

-

Maine

of

i bail and Dill’s bean ball wras in fi/ne

MAINE.

Publio NotJo*.

In conformity with the provisions of
sections 36 to 39, of Chapter 32 of the
revised Statutes of Maine, and upon
the petition of five or more citizens of
The Gilman cottage on the lake the State, and deeming it for the best
interests of the State, the Commission
shore has been leased until Septem ers of Inland Fisheries and Game, after
ber by Mrs. A. W. suupgon of due notice to all persons interested in
New York and the party came this the subject matter of said petition,
week.
Mrs. Simpson, who has spent and public hearing thereon in the local
ity to be affected, and deeming it
several summers in this region is necessary and proper for the protection
a charming lady, who has made and preservation of the inland fish of
many friends while here who wish the State, hereby adopt the following
needful Rules and Regulations relating
her a happy summer.
to the times and places in which and
A m o n g those who enjoy horseback the circumstances under which inland
riding and galloping over the hills is fish may be taken in the waters of The
North Branch of Dead River, from
Francis Bellamey of New York, who Eustis dam to Chain of Ponds dam,
is here for the first tim e and very Tim brook, Tea brook, Jim brook,
Alder stream, and the tributaries to
enthusiastic over the country.
said Alder stream, and Round Mountain
F. .W. Emery, the Boston angler, lake, and Blanchard pond, which waters
who with Emery Haley, bis guide, are situated in Jim Pond township,
has been fly fishing at Kennebago Alder Stream Township, Chain of
Ponds township, and the town of
for a. few davs, nas returned home.
Eustis, all in the county of Franklin.
Rules and Regulations.
There is always a large number on
the golf links every morning and
Section 1. For a period of four years
the .days.are not half long enough from July 11, A. D., 1913, it shall be
for the many pleasures waiting the unlawful for any person to fish for,
take, catch or kill any kind of fish at
happy summer guests at the Range- any time except with artificial flies, or
ley Lake House.
by the method commonly called fly
fishing, in the North Branch of Dead
River, so-called, from Eustis dam,
so called, to Chain of Ponds dam, so
called, or in Tim brook, so-called, or in
Tea brook, so-called, or in Jim brook,
so-called, or in Alder stream, so called,
or in any of the tributaries to said
Alder stream, or in Round Mountain
lake, or in Blanchard pond, which
waters are sitbated in Jim Pond Town
ship, Alder Stream Township, Chain of
Ponds Township, and. in the town of
Eustis, all in the county of Franklin.
It shall also be unlawful for any
person to take, catch or kill more than
ten trout and landlocked salmon in all
in any of the above named waters in
anv one day.
Section 2. It shall also be unlawful
for any person to have in possession
any kind of fish taken in violation of
any provision of these regulations.
Dated this 16th day of June, A. D,
1913.
J. S. P. R. WILSON, Chairman
WALTER I. NEAL,
BLAINE S. VILES,
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries
and Game.

IF IN DOUBT
■J

GOLF

form.
He hit six then, hurting three
so" that they were forced to rettire.
Penfold and Newton the Rangeley Lake House battery were the
stars and the infield was in fine
form.
West Rangeley's runs
due to Penfold’s overthrow
the bases clogged.
Range!ey Lake
House shoved theirs over on New
ton’s and DingLy’s hits and later
on Briggs’s fine has.- running and
Newton’s second double. Geyer and
Nile umpired in fine style.
Welch:
on
first
was,.- Rangeleys
one
best bet.

BIG ONES AS EVER
WERE CAUGHT
Bald Mountain Camps, July 16— Th
.quiet and peace of this delightful spo
at the foot of the mountain gives *o
all happiness ,and the noise and rush
of city life is forgotten.
The fisherman, now and then com e
in with a good catch and as one re
marked “ the only reason, wie don’t
catch more is because wie don’t fish
more, for there axe big ones in the*
lake as ever have been, caught.”
H.
W. Fisher of North Attleboro,
Mass., caught a handsome 3 pound:
trout on the fly the other evening
and a 3 pound salmon and one
pounds, are also to his credit.
Geo. G. Brown cf Rknniford and
his brother Walter C. Brown
of
Dover, N. H., returned home this
week, both with a fine box of fish
to take with them, including a pair
of 3 pound salmon and one 4 pounds..
Claranee W. Fisher of No^th At~
tleooro, Mass., who has been an an
nual comer ever since these camps
were- built, and has made great catch
es from this lake, joined his son
and wife on Monday to spend the
August days.
The flag is again flying from Camp.
Maitoma as Mrs. Clement R. Hoopes
of Philadelphia, Penn., accompanied
by her sister Miss Lila C. MacMillan
of Pittsburg, Penn., who will next
week be (joined by a party of five
for the month of August, are there.
Happily located in Camp Eartl ia
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Sterns and throe
children of Montclain, N. J.
It
-is the first season they have ever
spent at the Rangeleys and they are
greatly, pleased and Very enthustic
over the country.
Mr. Sterns is
more than proud of his first 3 pound
trout.
At Camp Newton, Miss Mary Hall
of Brookline, Mass., is entertaining
the following friends: Mr. and Mrs.
Edward A, Hewitson and
Master
Halsted Hewitson of Providence, R„
I, Miss E. A. Bosworth of New Bedford, Mass.,, and Master Francis P.
White of Brookline Mass., and such
a good time as the party are having.
E.
Foster Clark of ©forth Attle
boro. Mass., often brings in a rec
ord fish and baked in cream1 they
count for as much as if they were
recorded.
One of the things that the city
people greatly enjjoy is often having
a chance to watch the deer, who.
wonder around around these, camps,
ana come to take a drink out of the
tub that is always overflowing with,
spring water from the mountain side..
The teams are now much in de
mand, as the guests who ride in
their autos at home, enjoy a drive
up to the farm and to church on
Sunday morning and over the count
ry roads in different directions.
As over twenty guests are coming
this week, the days will be busy
ones from now until the en d . of the*
season, as more plan to remain4dur
ing September than usual.

MAN STEALS POLICE STOVE
Kansas City (Kan.) Trusty Sells a Sta
tion Heater for 59 Cents— Is
Fined.

Kansas City, Mo.—John Jones, a.
negro trusty at No. 2 police station in,
Kansas City, Kan., was fined $200 in
police court for *tealing the station
stove, wheeling it to a junk shop in
the station wheelbarrow and selling it
for 59 cents. In addition to the fine
John was sentenced to wheel the stove
back to the station and set it in place
again.
“I see that you cannot be trusted.’1'
said the judge in imposing sentence,
and he cautioned the workhouse
guards to see that John did not sell
his ball and chain.
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C LA SSIFIE D
One c <snt a ward in advance. No headline or
other- risplay. Subjects in a, b. c. order

feirence of opinion hereabouts
as
LETTER OF
i to the exact interpretation of some
of the game laws passed at
the
EXPLANATION last session of the Maine Legisla

FOR SALE.

ture, particularly with reference to
the amount of a non-resident’s'huntFO/i s a l e The unusually sta unch
I ing license for the coming season,
a*nji able steam yacljt, “ Wa-W a” of
.
j Personally I had supposed that the
m } /o n t 22 H. p.
The tr. s. Governfee for hunting deer, birds and
tf a>nt inspection of 1911 showed her ;'
-----------i silialier game would be $15, with
he in first nlase condition. May To the Editor of Maine Woods:
|an additional charge of $10 if one
te inspected at Camp Bellevue, Up- i • New bury port, Mass., July 5—In desired to hunt moose. Several of
per Dam, Maine.
price will he your issue of June 26th the change my friends, however, one of whom
reasonable to a quick purchaser. Ap- |made by the last legislature in the is connected with the Boston Globe
ply to Dr. Norton Downs Fordhooke i non-resident hunter’s license
fee, maintain that a non-resident hunter
Farm, Three Tuns, Pa.
Or Archer j you state that the $25 fee is only for can do no hunting in the Maine
A. Poor at camp.
Ihunting deer and smaller game is $1 woods after the deer and
moose,
I have before me a copy of the season opens without the payment
FOR SALE!—Edison DictaflS^ ma “ Maine Woods extra,” which pur of the full license fee of $25. This
chine.
In first class condi ion. In ports to be a copy of the “ public difference of opinions among non
laws of the stats of Maine passed resident sportsmen apparently is not
quire at Maine Woods office.
by the 76th Legislature, A. D. 1913.” confined
to
this
immediate vi
FOR SALE—Village stand in Phillips 1 have carefully read chapter 206 re- cinity, as I note in your isfcue of
Upper Village.
Inquire of J. Blaine lating to the fish and game laws and the Maine Woods of June '26, on
fail to find any mention of a non page 7, there is printed a similar
Morrison.
resident hunting license for $15. inquiry from- a subscriber, C. H.
FOR SALE—Desirable home in Phil Section 51 'of said chapter 206 reads IHutting of Hartford, Conn.
Y0ur
lips village.
For particulars
ad “ persons not bonafide residents of reply to his letter states “ that the
dress Box 813, Farmington, Me.
the state shall not hunt for any bull $10 additional to the $15 for non
moose, deer, ducks, partridges
in residents’ hunting license is re
FOR SALE—Flemish Giant Rabbits October, Nov. and Dec. Such license quired only when the non-resident
bred from winners at botb Boston shall be issued upon payment of wishes to hunt for moose, and that
and New York shows.
Correspond twenty-five dollars to hunt bull the $15 license covers deer, bear and
ence solicited.
The Willow Raib- moose, deer, ducks, partridges; in all smaller game.”
But to hunt
bitry, L. C. Young, Plainville, Mass. Oct. Nov. and Dec.
I have since received, however, a
ducks, partridges and other birds up
copy of the 1913-14 revNsicai of thbto Oct. 1st a license fee of five dol
WANTED.
Maine Fish apd Game laws, which,
lars shall be paid. A person having
Wanted—Black hares. Address, Sam paid the fee of five dollars may pro on page 43, under section 51, clearly
states that non-resident hunters can
uel Quint, Anson, Maine.
cure a license to hunt bull moose,
not hunt during the open season of
deer and other wild animals and wild
deer and moose without the
pay
Wanted— one table girl and one
birds during the open season on bull
Also I am in
cabin girl.
Good wages.
Dion O. moose and deer by paying an addit ment of the $25 fee.
receipt of a letter from Chairman
Blackwell, Round Mountain, Me.
ional fee of twenty dollars.” If this
Wilson of the Fish and Game Com
WANTED—Dressmaking bo do
at copy of the law is correct, then I missioners, dated July 10, in which
fail
to
understand
the
English
lang
Iny home.
Mrs. N. E. Welts, PW1he also states that “ if a non-resident
uage if your statement that “the $10.
wishes to hunt after Oct. 1 in Maine
dentsadditional to the $15 for non
the fee would, be $25.”
I would
residents hunting license is requir
suggest that this fact be given due
ed only for moose” is correct I trust
prominence in the coming issue of
to receive an explanation.
the Maine Woods, in order that hun
Very truly,
dreds cf other sportsmen through
S. W. Morse.
out New England, who have been
s. C. Harden, proprietor of Camp
as much in the dark as brother
Eothen at Long Pond was in Phillips
We have received the following Huntting and myself, may, know the
tffls week and made the Maine
Woods a call.
He reports business letters in regard *o the non-resi exact facts and make their hunting
The impression
dent hunting '■’en&e since we pub plans accordingly.
good at his camps.
among
statement
in
replv •is rapidly gaining gr0und
Several parties have recently re lished the
non-resident
sportsmen
that
the
to
a
communication
from
Mr.
turned home and they all had excell
the
ent luck fishing.
Mr. Harden is Hunting in our issue of June 26 that state of Maine ds fast killing
laid
one of the best guides in Maine and the $10 additional was for hunting goose which has for so long
many of her golden eggs.
Hund
be, has trails to several ponds which moose only.
We supposed we were correct as reds of us who believe most thor
are comparatively easy to make and
where, one is always sure of good we went to good authority for our oughly in legal protection of both
consider
information and the gentleman in hunting and fishing are
ing.
to
Another attraction at these camps question was verv much surprised ably loath to pay in addition
cur
carfare,
board
and
guide
ex
is the trip to Saddleback mountain, when he found that the law read
penses, a fee of $25 for practically
only about three miles.
One passes differently.
As Hon. H. B. Austin was a mem no other purpose than the privilege
eight ponds on the way to this
A
Inland of hunting deer and nartridges.
mountain and the scenery cannot be ber of the committee on
Fisheries and Game of the last leg mocse may be seen and even shot
surpassed.
islature he has kindly written
a once in a blue moon, hut no man
PAPER
WELL
THOUGHT j letter of explanation for the bene to-day who wishes to secure a good
OUR
OF.
fit of the readers of Maine Woods, specimen of moose will stop on the
which we publish below.
Maine side of the Canadian boundary
Calais, Me., July 11, 1913.
and it may also be said that good
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
Boston, Mass., July 15.
deer hunting may be had in north
I am enclosing you $1 for
t*16 j To the Editor of Maine Woods:
renewal of my subscription to the
There has been considerable diif- ern New Hampshire upon payment of
Maine Woods and will say that no I
periodical comes into my home that j
is as well thought of as the Maine |
Woods.
My business as a land j
surveyor and scalier of logs in years
that have passed, brought me in j
many instances in touch with many >
places mentioned in the paper, mak- 1
ing it very interestng to me.
It
is now six years since I got through
and gave up the business that I fol
lowed for 40 years.
So yon can
realize what pleasure it is to me to
get and read the Maine Woods.
Yours very truly,
E. S. Townsend.

Some Enquiries Answered In Regard to Game Laws of Maine

ALWAYS GOOD LUCK
AT THESE CAMPS

Physically Pure

COMMONWEALTH HOTEL
(Incorporated)
Opp. State House,

BOSTON, MASS.

N o hum an hand touches the coffee
—from the opening of the bag of
im p o rt to th e carefu l pack in g of
“ W hite H ouse” in sealed, all-tin cans.
It's worth a lot to be absolutely certain—not
only that it is pure, but that it R e ac h e s Y o u
in that same dainty condition, free from any
possibility of interference.
Remember that “ White House”
Coffee stands for all that is ex
cellent and reliable in coffees.
Remember 'that the guarantee
cf the great firm of DwinellWright Co. stands behind every
can of it.

IK SUCH PAIN
WOMAN TORE
HER CLOTHES

a license fee cf hut $10.
m e law in New Brunswick for
minting deer, caribou, or moose calls
for a total payment of $50 which a
non-resident must pay before hunt
ing any of the three spernes of game
mentioned.
If the state of Maine through its
Legislatures' should exert the same
diligence to protect its inland fish
Testifies She W a s Restored
and game from the depredations both
to Health by Lydia E.
in seasons and out, of the lumber
Pinkham’s Vegetable
camps and other native
hunters,
that it seems so desirous to main
Compound.
'/
tain over the few non-resident hunt
Malone, N. Y .,— “ Lydia E. Pinkers, it would take a long and mo®t
efficient step forward in the conser ham’s Vegetable Compound has cer
tainly dene me a lot
vation of its wild life,
and
the
of good. I first heard
pleasure of hunting and fishing mot
of it when I was a
only for those cf us of this genera
girl and I always said
tion, but these to come, in future
that if I ever had fe
male trouble I would
years.
take it.
Yours truly,
“ I suffered from
H. A. Robinson.
o rg a n ic inflamma
tion and would have
Farmersville, Ohio, July 18.
spells when I would
J. W. Brackett Co.,
be in such pain that
Gentlemen:
I am somewhat in
J l would t e a r my
terested in the game laws of Maine clothes. One day my husband got the
ana will ask you to tell me by en neighbors in to see what the matter was
closed card what changes there are but they could not help me. My first
thought was for Lydia E. Pinkham’s
in the deer and moose law, or rath
Vegetable Compound and I sent my hus
er the changes in the license law. band out for it and took it until I was en
I have been told the license to hunt tirely cured. I am a woman of perfect
deer and moose is $25 instead
of health and my health and happiness
$15 as before.
I have been asked came from Lydia E. Pinkham’s medi
several times in regard
to
the cine. You may rest assured that I do
changes but was not sure about it; all I can to recommend your wonderful
medicine to my friends.” — Mrs. Fred
thought perhaps it was raised only
Stone, Route No. 3, Malone, N. Y.
on the moose but would like to
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
know if it includes deer also.
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
Yours truly,
and herbs, is unparalleled. It may be
L. Kentz.
used with perfect confidence by women
•who suffer from displacements, inflam
mation, ulceration,tumors, irregularities,
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
periodic pains, backache, bearing-down
In accordance with, your request feeling,flat lency,indigestion, dizziness,
for an explanation of how the non or nervous prostration. Lydia E. Pink
residents hunters’’ license came to ham’s Vegetable Compound is the stan
be raised from $15 to $25 I would dard remedy for female ills.
sav that as a member of the com
mittee on Inland Fisheries and Game
on moose was prolonged until the
of the last Legislature which
re
last week of the session) which was
vised the fish and game laws I was
devoted to enacting laws and was
much surprised to notice that acfinally compromised by a proposition
■cordimg to Section 5.1 o f the revis
to gut down the open time to one
ed laws which, relates to non-resimonth instead of six weeks, as form
eut hunters’ licenses, “ Such licens
erly and to increase the non-resident
es shall be issued by the commis
license to hunt moose from $15 to
sioners of inland fisheries and game
$25.
I never heard the proposiitdon
upon applicaton in writing and -pay
to make this increase in the non
ment of $25 to hunt hull moose,
resident license to $25 to apply to
deer, ducks, partridges, woodcock an
any other game hunting excepting
other birds and wild animals during
moose, discussed in or out of the
their respective open seasons
and
committee and not until the laws
in the manner provided by law in
were published did I have any idea
October, November and December.”
that’ such a provision was embodied
Early in the last session of the
•in the revised law.
Legislature an order was passed pro
I have absolutely no explanation
v:dWg for the arranging, collating
to offer as to how this provision
ana revision of the fish and game
came to be embodied in the law as
laws by a committee consisting of
now written and if any other mem
the Commissioners of Inland Fisher
bers of the committee have any
ies and Gamp and the Legislative
knowledge whatever of the reason
Committee -'ll Inland .Fisheries and
for it I should he very glad to hear
Game and empowering this- revision
fromi them.
committee to employ legal counsel
I know it was not the policy of
for the above named purpose. This
this committee to sanction any chang
committee organized at once
and
es in the laws which would tend to
held frequent sessions throughout,
keep from the state any part of the
the winter as the amount of work large number of visiting sportsmen
entailed proved to be enormous. The
who annually come here to
hunt
laws were carefully gene over sec
deer and game birds, but on the
tion by section as fast as' they, were other hand it was their policy • to
worked into shape for revision, pri try and simplify our fish and game
vate and special laws were dropped laws and thus make them easier to
from the statutes as far as the
understand by not only non-resident
committee deemed it advisable, their hut by our resident sportsmen.
idea, being that a much simpler and
1 think I can speak for the Leg
less bulky code of laws was needed.
islative committee in expressing re
But, notwithstanding the constant
gret that during the closing hours of
and hard work of the Commissioners the Legislature it was impossible to
and counsel and of the Legislative
go over again the whole law in de
committee, the laws as
revised, tail and by a few further changes im
could n.ot be gotten into shape*'' for
prove what otherwise I believe to
enactment in a body until thq,,clos be the best code of our fish and gam
ing hours of the session and
not
laws ever enacted into law.
until too late to advertise arid give
Harry B. Austin.
puolic hearings upon the proposed
revision by sections as originally
Whenever you writ© to one of «hct
planned.
The fight in the legislature over advertisers, don’t forget to mentlaa
It is important to
the proposed four years close time* Main© Woods.
j.Ji 11 ii (m (i (11 ii 1111111 it m m r1111111 m m 11111 m t i 11 m 11 m 11 m i m 111111111 m 111111 n 11 m n.

WhenMaineinStopPortland)
at

! “ The Homelike House For 1
Everybody’’
Offers rooms with hot and cold water for SI .00
and up. which includes free use of shower
baths.
Nothing to Equal This in New England.

Rooms with’ private baths for $1.50 per day
up; suite of two rooms and baths for $4.00 per
day and up.
Dining Room and Cafe First-Class. Europ
ean Plan.'
Absolutely Fireproof

Stone floors, nothing wood but the doors.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel.
SEND FOR BOOKLET.

STORER F. CP.AFTS, General Manager

‘ BACKWOODS SKETCHES!
(By JOHN FRANCIS SPRAGUE)

Just off the press.
A breezy and entertaining book for Sportsmen
g and Nature Lovers. Price $1.00 post paid.
Send your orders to
J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
Phillips, Maine f

e

newGHASE

you to do so; important to us and
the advertiser naturally want* t*
know where you found his name
Tell him, and thus do a good tun
for all concerned.

HOUSE

Midway between N ew City H/Cll and M on- =
ument S qu ared

Only Fireproof Hotel inVEe State
| Conveniently Located for people_ Attending
Conventions
= Every courtesy and attention &bt>wn lad ies
traveling alone
ALL MODERN CONVEN11
T R A N S IE N T R A T E S
| European Plan $1.00 per day and' up
I American Plan $2 .0 0 per day and up
| H. E. THURSTON, R. F. HIMMELEIN,
ProprietorsMunjoy Hill Cars pass the doj
lim iim m iiim im iiiitiiim iiiiuiim iiiiiim iiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiim i

LIK E

all need " 3 in O n e " oil. It makes reels run right
— ALW AYS
N o sticking no jerking, no backlashinft. Just an ea sy, steady action that feed s or
reels the line evenly, smoothly at any speed.
" 3 in O n e ” prevents rust on steel rods, prevents
cracking o f cane or bamboo rods and makes all joints
fit snugly. M akes silk or linen lines stronger and
last longer. Prevents twisting ano tangling,
r Q r r T ry ‘ *3 in O n e ” yourself at our expense.
F n C E W rite at once for sample bottle afld bool.R t — bo h free. Librarv SHp in every p a c U e c

3 !N ONE O IL C O ., 124 New S t.. New Y o rk .
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found half a dozen discarded easy
MANY FISH
MANY DEER
NOTES FROM
chairs with a pretty center table,
around the State House and this
RECORDED
which, would bring only
ARE SEEN furniture,
EAST SUMNER
low prices for second hand articles,

Young Men in Port Lodge—Steam
Dixville Notch Trip Popular—
Catches Some Good Brook Trout On
er Florence Again Making
Party Enthusiasiic Over Wild
West Branch—Pickerel and
Daily Trips.
Beauty of Maine
Hornpout Also Rising.
(Special to Main* Woods).

East Sumner, Me,, July 7—Seldom
Barrett and Morris Fogg have done
quite a lot of work around their cot
tage at Shagg pond.
They have
built a cosy little stable for three
horses which is a wonderful
im
provement over having to keep the
teams over a mile from camp. Sel
dom says, “ It gives onet much more
time to smoke.”
Percy Redding recently caught a
salmon at Shagg pond that weighed
3*4 pounds.
A'llie Barrows of East
Sumner
caught a large pickerel and a black
bass from North pond the 5th, the
latter weighing 3% pounds.
A few days ago Corey
Bonney
caught 11 brook trout on the West
Boanch.
All were 10 inches' and
some more than 10.
There seems
to be no trout at all here cm the
East Branch.
Bert Thomas called here Saturday
and we held a hearty conversation
for a good half hour, the subject be
ing coon dogs, silent trailers and
open trailers the advantages pro and
con.
Of course we both had to ad
mit that we loved to listen to the
beautiful music from the open, trail
er.
Still we arel well aware of the
fact that coons have great advantage
in reaching their dens or bad places
in ledges with the openj trailer,
where with the noiseless dog it is a
case of compulsion, of climbing the
first tneie at hand or fight.
Just a few days ago Hanol<j|
Spaulding and my two sons, Lionel
and Irving spent the afternoon on
Labrador pond in Floyd Varney’s
boat.
When they returned home
they had a string of pickerel and
hornpout four feet in length.
July 8 Wesley Hammond, a form
er neighbor, and his family
went
through here by auto on their way
to Kennebago on a vacation.
Emerson P. Bartlett.
Subscribe for Maine Wooda, the
Only Newspaper of Ha Kind in
the World.

Y ou W a n t
M ore than
Just“Flour”
■— !■! IW
IIW
M
TTI1
W hen 37011 s ta r t
to make the dainty
cake or luscious pie
or the good, whole
some bread on which
the family thrives.
Order William Tell
Flour and baking day
will be a pleasure and
a triumph. Richest in
nutritive value too,
and' goes farthest, be
cause it is milled by
our special p r o c e s s
from the finest Ohio
Red Winter Wheat.
Your g r o c e r will
have it — just say —
send me
(16)

C. H. MCKENZIE TRADING
Phillips, Me.

CO.,

Shaw’s Pneumatic Smoker

SMOKE OUT, In cold weather trappers smoke
out more mink, “ coon", skunk, etc., in one day
han they can take in traps in a month- -besides
they get prime furs worth the most money.
A DIME brings illustrated guide. It tell3 how.
Giving the first time in print the treasured sec
rets of the wisest, old trapper in this country, it's
worth dollars to you.
^
TRAPPER'S SUPPLY CO .

BOX W. OAK PARK, ILL.

Paul White, John Moran, Chas. P.
Taylor.
The party arrived by auto
and train Saturday afternoon. They
made their .headquarters
at
the
Club House, but took their meals
at Fem cliffe Inn, the new1 resort at
Woodland park.
The
catch was
made about one half mile off Turn
er's shore and the fish were cer
tainly beauties, many of them run
ning over 14 inches in length. The
members of the party were expert
fishermen without an exception which
accounts in a great measure for the
large catch.
The party thoroughly
enjoyed the pleasures o f lake Sebastlcook, not the least of which were
the delicious meals served at Ferncliffe Inn, and returned to Bangor
Sunday evening well satisfied with,
their luck.
i
‘ ?,

he detcided to utilize “ at home” so
he dug up a rug somewhere in the
building and with the chairs
and
table made the parlor for the pub
lic’s benefit.
It is especially, ap
preciated by lady visitors after mak
(Special to Maine Woods.)
ing a tour of the State House. So,
(Special to Mailne Woods.)
also are those easy rocking chairs
The
Barker, Mooselookmeguatic
Lakewood Camps, Middle Dam, on the east veranda, another
of
lake, July 7.—The Goodfriend party
J
ly 11—The middle of July finds the super intend eat’s innovations.
of N-ew York have charted the motor
boat “ Red Spot” and have Gard the fishing good and the water cool
Hinkley for guide. They fish every and delightful.Yesterday the tourists on the BANGOR PARTY TOP LINERS (AT
day and Miss Ruth Goodfriend has
steamboat when coming through the
LAKE SEBASTICOOK.
the last week recorded three salmon
Narrow's had the rare sight of seeing
that weighed as follows: 3 pounds,
five deer In their native home. The|
V/z pounds and 3 pounds! each, hut
were taking a promenade along the
Miss Goodfriend will not give up fish
Mr. and Mrs. Oacar L. OLsern, Mr.
Lake
Sehaisticook, July 7—The
shore and stopped for a drink in the
ing until she gets a big fellow.
and
Mrs. Edw. A. Forseth, Miss An
fishing
season
at
lake
Seibastiocok
lake and did rrt seem to think they
Meyer D. Rothschild, wife, »on and
na
J,
Forseth, Earl© Craig of Ban
has
opetned
with;
a
rush
»ays
the
were attracting any attraction.
daughter of New York city left for
Saturday and gor, Nelson Morrison of Montreal
To-day a huge eagle was seen to Bangor Commercial.
horn© this morning after a pleasant
Sunday were pretty busy days here, and Miss Jennie Johnson o f Boston
make a flight over the Narrows.
week in cajmp.
A party coming down the lake for and the lake was dotted with boats spent the week end at lake Sebasti
Oscar Parker was their guide and their first trip, although' they have from daylight untiil darknesis blotted cook.
Mr. Rothschild has recorded a pair traveled much in this and foreign out the scene. Summer visitors have
----------------------- ------c
of salmon 314 pounds and 3 y% pounds lands said, “ we have never taken a arrived by the carload and cottages
The
and Master Rothschild a ten year old more beautiful sail, and through such are already at a premium.
lad brught to net a 3 pound trout.
a vast wilderneess, why dont people catches of white perch have been
A party of five yohng men from write more of the wild grand beauty large and the size of the fish has
Boston are for July located in Port of the Rangeley lakes?”
It Sis like equalled any previous record.
In spite of the fact that many new
Lodge cabin.
These young men are the beautiful things we have all aM. L Lourie, A. B, Lourie, R. H. round us, although we known of the boats have been put in commission
Wyner, E. N. and I. A. Wyner. They charms of this region, we forget this season, there is a demand for
every one of them.
The various re
are having the time of their lives, others do not.
boating, bathing, swimming, fishing,
Mr. and Mrs. Nath. N. Thayer of sorts around the lake were well pat
etc.
R. H. Wyner is1 a fine swim Boston after a most delightful stay ronized and everything looks favor
/that
mer and this morning with ease, tocj of six weeks, regretfully started able for the biggest season
lake
Sebasticook
has
ever
seen.
a swim over to Bowley rock and bad homewrard yesterday, and although
For the benefit of the uninformed
they have been coming to the Ranto the wharf.
Myer Dana and son of Boston are geleys for many years said, “ we have it may be well to state here that
(Special to Main® Woods).
never had better fishing in all the lake Sabasticook lies w-holly within
here for a ten days’ stay.
Saddleback Lake Camps, Dallas,
Palmetto Camp is taken until Sep years we have cast the fly on the the town of Newport, its western
shores being but five minutes’ walk July 15— There is a jolly crowd vis
w'aters.”
tember by M.r. and Mrs. Adolph RosMr. and Mrs. E. A. Burlingame from the staton at Newport Junction, iting at Saddleback Lake camps con
enburg, their daughters Mildred and
and
daughter Miss
Katherine of which is the railroad name for the sisting of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford W.
Grace Rosenberg and governess of
Newport village is an up- Beers, and Mr. and Mrs. John P.
Providence,
R.
I.,
are
here for their village.
New York city.
to-date, hustling community, with all Cushing of New Haven, Conn.; Mr.
first
season.
They
have
the
bungMrs. S. Brady of New York and
the modern! improvements including and Mrs. Arthur W. Dunn of Parks
their daughter are here for a month’ low and are greatly pleased with the
They had good fly fishing sewers, elecrtic lights and a plentiful Hill, N. Y., with their children Al
sojurn and have rooms in the hotel^ place.
although
no large ones have as yet supply of water from1 a spring-fed lison and Rebecca Dunn and Mr,
Their friends, Mrs. S. Wohlaner ana
lake, which lies a few miles above and Mrs. James AVeensmith of Taun
come to their net.
1
daughter, Miss Lulu B. are with thenlt
The main cabin has
Coming to this wild country for the town on the northerly side of ton, Mass.
E. Banner of New York, who is
To reach lake Sebasti- been enlarged; the new office
is
the first time, Mrs. R. Marshall Tru Stuart hill.
here for a month with Oscar Parker
of
the very commodious.
Two new camps
itt, her two sons, R. Marshall Jr. and cook by rail, taka any
guide, caught a 3 pound salmon and
Samuel Stokes Truitt and Mrs. E. Maine Central R. R. trains to New have been put up and a busy season
a 3x/2 pound trout this week.
V. Wistar of Germantown, Penn., are port Junction and a short walk up is being enjoyetd.
Two well known Boston ladies.
now- happily located in one of the AVater street to the boat landing. In
Allison Dunn s mounting his 214
Miss Maud M. and Miss Alice E. log camps for a stay of several weed* making the trip by automobile simp
pound trout, caught on a ParmaRockwell are in camp here, while and are very enthusiastic over the> ly take the regular route between
chenee Belle.
their brother Geo. A. Rockwell* a country.
Bangor and AVaterville, which pass
A new fire patrol station has been
Boston lawyer and two friends of
village of
Lee Bailey and party of New York, es directly through the
established on Saddleback
moun
the same city, Messrs. Wm. J. De- made a stay of several days here th.ia Newport.
tain and five miles of wire has con
Normandie and B. P. Mann are at week.
Automobile supplies and repairs, nected it with these camps and by
Arlington Lodge with Austin HunOn Sunday the following party of fishing tackle and sporting
goods a switch to. the outside world. This
toon guide.
people from Andover:' Gladys B. may be obtained at several places in station will prove of great service
Capt.. Barker has recently purchas Piatt, Eva M. Ratcliff, Walter M. the village.
One of the bes£ ho to the whole Rangeley region. Wm.
er a Ford touring car that fire will C olby and Harry Roberts of Lewis tels along the route is located at
Haines is the fire warden in charge.
use for his guests to. take trips over ton were here for the day.
the upper end of Main street while
While a party was enjoying the
the country.
Mr. and Mrs. P. R. Kolbe, Mr. summer hotels, cottages, camps and
The steamboat Florence which is and Mrs. B. A. Palsky, Akron, Ohio, vacant lots for those who wish to evening fishing in the south cove,
all dressed cut in new paint and who are touring the country in their pitch a tent are scattered along the they were startled at a great splash
ing in the water.
Looking at the
has a new engine, is* making daily automobile left their car in Port shores of the lake.
If one cares
trips over the w&ter.
Capt. Nate land and spent part o f the week here for scenery, a short drive to the shore they saw four deer skvlarking in the pads very much as kit
Barrett at the helm.
They were greatly delighted with top of Stuart’s hill at sunset will
the country and had a most enjoy disclose features undreamed of, even tens would play in the back yard.
VALUABLE VACATION INFORMA able outing.
'
* by many of the residents of the It’s nothing to see from four to six
at a time almost any day.
Prof. C. H Wisw-ell of Lexington, village at its base.
TION.
Eastward from
While exploring the beaver sec
Mass., who is here for several weiaks the foot of the hill stretches the
Vacation tinje usually suggests to was on Wednesday Joined by his silvery waters of lake Sebasticook, tion the other day we were amazed
the readers of this journal thoughts wife for the remainder of July.
broken bv innumerable points clothr at the number of poplar trees, some
of New England and the “ hub” of
Mr. and Mrs. Edmond Crabtree, j ed in Nature’s garb of green.
In I big ones too, that the heavers had
The paper pulp men
New England is Boston, where any Chas. B. and Miss Crabtree and Miss the near distance the deep blue of gnawed down.
as
trip to any point in that vast recrea Seely of Newburg, N. Y., w-ere here* the Dixmont hills make a perfect have probablv seen this, too,
tion conntry always starts.
There this week on their way hom'e via background for the beautiful village their wood choppers are taking out
arises i the question “ what hotel shall Dixfield Notch and White Mountains. of Newport.
Away to the north some of the standing poplar.
Misses K. W. and B. Stevens of ward, 50 miles as the crow flies glo
Mr. and Mrs. Blackwell are* keep
I stop at when passing through Bos
Philadelphia, are here for the first rious old Barren mountain looms ing up their reputation as obliging
ton” ?
The table
above the horizon but a few shades and cheerful landlords.
The Commonwealth, Hotel, on Bea time enjoying life in a log cabin.
William S. Livingston, Jr. w-ho ar lighter than the blew sky around is bang up and •those pies—did you
con;-.Hill, answers this question in
a thorough and delightful way.
It rived the first of June has returned it, standing guard over another of ever eat any of them?
Maine’s jewels lake Onawa, which
is [situated on one of the highest to New- York for a short stay.
The Union Water Power Company lies at its very base.
The view to
Points in the capital of the old BayState, in fact, one can actually- see are now taking the flowrage of water the westward after sunset, is in
Boston Light, nine miles distant over the new dam at the Pond-in- striking contrast to the delicate tints
of sliver, hiae ancl green which mal-e
from the windows of its upper floors the River.
There have been a number of part up the scenery.
The background
for table, away from the noise Of
ies return home this Week but others now is a vivid orange, red
and
the city a/ud yet within easy walking
have taken their places and soon the yellow against which the clean-cut
distance of every point o f interest.
August days will find a packed house. peaks
Mt. Abram, Bigelow, ‘Sad
It is a delightful place for ladies
The walk on the road from here to! dleback and many lesser mountains
to $top at, unaccompanied by- gentle
William F. Nye
Sunday cove has a great attraction j in Franklin county, sta id out like
men, \beimg a temperance hotel, undo;
for those who enjoy the birds! and clean-cut cameos- A visitor at the
the management of Storer F. Crafts, j
w-ild flowers and often a deer is met lake, who has lived in Maine all
one; of the country’s best known and 1 on the way.1
his life, went into ecstacies one ev
NYOIL
most successful hotel managers. •It |
The travel from here through Dilx- ening last week over a Sebasticook
might be added that it is located ville Notch, stopping at the Balsams
sunset, remarking that he had nev
opposite Boston's historic and beaut- then making the trip to Quebec or
It has no equal.
er j?een its equal in the past. Mere
iful State House.
Rates are reason-j through the AYbite Mountains prom
Beware of scented mixtures called
words cannot describe its varied at
able imnfjmLg from $1.00 per day up. ises to be more popular this year
tractions. but one trip to lake .Se oil. Use N Y O I L on everything
Better write at once for handsome- j than ever before. '
basticook will convince
the mQst where a light oil is required- It pre
ly illustrated booklet.
skeptical.
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
——jit------------------------So far as could he learned the top tion. Ladies, try it on your sewing
Whenever you write to one of our r e s t room at s t a t e h o u s e .
advertisers, don’t forget to mention
liners at the lake Sunday- were the machines. Sportsmen, use it liberal
members of a Bangpr party who en ly on your firearms. Hardware and
Maine W(pods.
It is important to
Superintendent
of
Buildings,
Megaged
the launch Winona for the sporting goods dealers sell it in large
you to -io so; important to us and
Fadden
has
transformed
the
coat
day
and
consisting of the following bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
the i advertiser naturally wants to
room adjoining the private office; of gentlemen: Charles L.
Chalmers, in trial sizes at 19 c. Made by
know where you found his name.
State Librarian Prince into a cosy John L. Chalmers, Edward T. Hat- W M F. NYE,
Tell him, and thus do a good turn and attractve rest parlor for visitors ten, Harry S. Blake, vChas. L. BachN e w B e d fo r d , M a ss.
for all concerned.
to the Capitol.
Supt. MoFaddeh elder, L. C. White, Harold White,

DUNN MOUNTING
HIS TROUT
Deer Skylarking Around—And
Signs of Beaver Very Much
In Evidence

is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. He was the first bottler; has
the largest business and
is the best oil he has ever made.
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region.
MRS. BURNS OWNER er’sMr.firstandtripMrs.to J.theR. Rangeley
Glover of Cam'den and Mrs. F. F. Curling of Thomwho Ijave been here for the
OF FAST HORSE aston,
past month regretfully
lerft their

State Assesor* Making Trip--P»rty Count Nearly 30 D e e r Many Automobile Parties.
(Special to Maine Y.’ oods.)
Mooselookmeguntic House, Haines
Landing, June 28—J. E. Stevens and
cousin J. S. Stevens of Lewiston,
spent the Fourth, enjoying the fluiet
and coolness of the day.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Headlaund of
New York are here for a visit and
expect to catch the largest fish in
the. lake.
Dr. F. A. Hayden of (Portland has
returned again for a short time. Dr.
Hayden is one o f the most enthus
iastic fly fishermen; Quimby pond
^appeals to him.
Together
with
^^^elch and Tom Canadian as guides,
“ y manages to catch the limit each
^ yay and states that is the
only
Veal” way of catching fisih.
The manv friends of Miss Lillie
tannery of New Yonk welcomed) her
again at Mooselookmeguntic House.
On her last trip here she caught one
of the largest fish of the season and
this years hopes to beat her former
record.
While New York, Boston and the
whole country are suffering with the
extreme heat the Mooselookmeguntic
House, as usual, is the coolest spot,
in the region.
The thermometer
on the hotel piazza registered 81
the hottest day we have had.
The
thermometer ranges from 70 to 74
with a fine cooling breeze across
12 miles of water.
“ There’s luck in No. 13’ said Rob
erts, manager of the telephone ex
change of Rumford.
“'We “had
boat No. 13 apd we caught two 6
pound salmon to-day. This prove_s
that 13 is not the hoodoo generally
believed.”
Dr. A. H. Spicer of Westerly, R.
I., Seth' Thomas and E. A. Thomas,
of the Thomas Clock Co., of Thomaston, Conn., are located in Camp No.
3.
While the Thomas Brothers have
been here before, this is Dr. Spic-

FAMOUS
• BACKWOODS
[JFAIRY TALES

E d G ra n t, Beaver P ond C am ps.
N «w reading matter, Interesting.
TUie first edition was exhausted much
•eemer than we expected and the popu
lar demand was so great for a second
edition tihat we pubiislhed an enlarged
end improved edition to be
sold
by
■Udl (postpaid) at the low price named.
Twelve cents, postpaid.
Stamps aceapted.
J. W . B R A C K E T T CO.
P h illip s, Maine.

MAPS OF MAINE
RESORTS AND ROADS
Maine W oods has frefluent
lmNkuJTte© for maps o f the fishing regtoffia o f the state, etc.
W e ( can
furnish the follow in g mans:
Jfaanklim. County .......................... $ -50,
Somerset County ...............................50
Oxford County ................................... 50
Piscataquis County ...........................50
Aroostook County .............................. 50
Washington County .......................... 50
Outing map o f Maine, 20x35 in •-1-00
Geological map o f Maine .............. 35
R. R. map o f Maine ...................... 35

oozy camp for others. Mr. Glover
said,
“ I am coming here as long
as I live and the longer I come the
longer I’ll live.
I have never found
a place where' we enjoy life as here,
for there is everything to make us
happy.”
'
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Carpenter of
Pawtucket, R. I., are back at Craw’s
Nest, their attractive camp on the
high rock next to the hotel. They
have as a guest their friend, Miss
Annie T. Green of Providence, R.
I.
Miss J. C. Nickerson of Searsport, who drove her own Peerless
touring car reached here Wednesday
afternoon.
Miss Nickerson was ac
companied by Mrs. H. E. Nickerson,
Mrs. F. E. Roulstons, Miss R. M.
Ross and Miss J. C. Nickerson also
of Searsport.
They came Wednes
day from Skowhegan via Dead River
and were very enthusiastic over the
scenery and said, “ we had no idea
there was anything half as .beautiful
in Maine as this region.”
After a.
short stay in one of the cabins here
they started for the White Moun
tains.
Everyone had a kind greeting for
George O. Coon of New York on
his arrival here this week after an
absence of two years.
Mr. Coon
came here several years ago in very
poor health.
For months he lived
in one of these log cabins spending
most cf his time out in the open
and now he comes in perfect health
and declares “ I owe my life to the
months I spent here, is it any iwonder I love the Moosedookmeguntio
House?”
As Mr. Coon came up
the steps “ Brownie” the dog knew
him at once and went to meet him
and in every possible way told how
glad he was to see him.
With Ed
Lowtell for guide Mr. Coon will try
his luck fishing for a few days.
Thursday he was joined by his friend
E. S. Foster of Boston and togeth
er they visited every familiar spot
on the lake.
“ Each; spot”
said
Mr. Coon “ is full of the pleasantest
and happiest recollections to me and
I am surely coming back in Septembr as I haven’t y e n t half time
enough here.
Frederick N. Hoe o f New Brunsfwidk, N. J., who is here with his
daughter Miss Katharine H. and son
Richard M. Hoe, thinks life in a

FORTIETH

ANNIVERSARY
OFFER
FOREST AND STREAM
Will issue a fortieth anniversarynumber on August 16th.
We
want to have

40,000 SUBSCRIBERS
on our list by that time
ever, we want only

How

TR UE SPORTSM EN
in our family who are interested
in fishing, shooting, camping, (
yachting, canoeing, archery, trap
shooting, kennel, natural history
or conservation
This is the old
est Sportsman's Journal in Am er
ica and is a reliable guide for the
selection of outdoor equipment.
We want only readers who can
be counted upon to

Androscoggin County ........................ 35
W Cumberland County .......................... 35
f Hancock County ................................. 50 if you are a sportsman the fol
l

SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS

Kennebec County ..............................35
Knox County ......................................35 lowing proposition will appeal to
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties .35 you.
Penobscot County ..............................50
A V fald o County .....................................35

SPECIAL OFFER

County

......................................... 35 One year’s subscription to Forest

J. W BRACKETT CO.,
Phillips,
Maine.

GUIDES’ ADDRESSES
Thi« column is for sale to guides
who want their addresses to appear
Ip Maine Woods each week in al
phabetical order.
For price address
Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.

log cabin the ideal way to spend the
summer, but cannot understand why
the laws of Maine allow the plug
fishing, which is surely not the way
the true angler wishes to catch one
of the gamy trout and salmon.
The Little Brown Tea House on
the trail is now oipen and many of
the tourists tarry for a cup of tea
as they pass by.
July 13—The last week has been
a busy one hsere, several families
have come for a long sojourn and
the register tells the ^pet that there
have been over 100 arrivals more
thie. first half of July this season
than last and more are booked for
a longer stay in the cabins than ever
before,.
Saturday a special steamer was
engaged by the people here to take
them, on Rangeley lake to Mingo
Springs to watch the game of base
ball between the West Rangeley and
Haines Landing teams.
The party
came home late in the afternoon
cheering- for their own team' as the
Mooselookmeguntic team won
13
to 7.
Richard Hoe with Frank Fall for
guide had a great time on a camp
ing trip this week to Lincoln pond
where they had excellent fly fishing
and counted nearly 30 deer. Richard
got some extra good shots with his
camera, showing the deer in their
wilderness home..
Mr. Hoe, who is
here with his son and daughter is
nephew of Col. Richard Hoe the
inventor of the Hoe printing press,
that was made in New York, but was
first used in London, England, by
the London Times.
Franklin County people are always
bragging about their fast horses
and the city people who come and go
over the carry to Haines Landing
are now taJiking about the handsome
bay horse with black points “ Arius”
owned by Mrs. Mabel Burns, who
handles the reins with maich skill as
she often drives over the road. Ar
ius not only won the silver ciup o f
fered for the championship of New
Hampshire on the ice at Strafford
where he made the fastest quarter
in 29V2 , but on the track at Rangeley
without training and driven by Mrs.
Burns made the fastest time ever
recorded on that track for half a mil'
1.09.
Arius is a great pet and will
put his nose into the pocket of a
friend for a lump of sugar and seems
to enjoy the compliments that are
given him.
He was foaled by
Garet Wilkes, son of Onward, dam
Fanny Duroe (dam of Lirius 2191/^) 1
Iowa Duroe, grandam Dutch by Car~
sian and bred in Iowa and made the
record of 2.1614 at Holyoke, Mass.,
and will no doubt beat his own rec
ord some future day.
Game Warden Ed Lowell on Satur
day returned from a trip to Umbagoig

and Stream (52 issues) and a
portfolio o f Game Birds and
Fishes of North America, com
bined value $9.00, at the special
price of $4.40.

TH IS PORTFOLIO

contains forty superb, lithographed
plates twenty of game birds by J. L.
Ridgeway and twenty of game fishes
by S. F. Dantoa. These plates are
printed on heavy coated paper meas
uring 9 3-4 by 12 inches. Their lifelike
drawing, rich beauty of coloring and
Liaander A. Dole, Sebago Lake, Me.
wonderful accuracy have aroused un
Karl G. Johnston, Mas&rdis, Me.
bounded admiration. It is a suitable
R. B. Lowrie, R. F. D. 1, Eaabbrook, and charming decoration for den libary or club house.
Maine.
C. S. McGowan, Portage Lake, Me.
€kcrge H. Potts, Bnidgfton, Me.
for specimen picture, current issue of
H. H. Tibbetts; 16 Manly St., Au Forest and Stream, and descriptive
circular of our club payment plan.
burn, Maine.
B. G. Webber, Jay, Maine.
Allan. Watters, Fort Kent, Maine.
127 FRANKLIN ST , NEW YORK
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lake where he was looking after the Bates college 1916 is acting as olenk!
law breakers.
W. L. Brown of Up and assisting Miss Richardson
in
ton has learned that beef, even if the postoffice.
high is much less expensive than dee* Mrs. Austin Bruff has this week
meat in July.
Brown shot two deer been joined by her sister, Miss Edna
and was arrested, taken to Bethel W. Birdsell, of New York.
before Justice Albert Bennett of Gil
Edward Runner, a young gentle
ead and fined.
He paid and settled man from New; York, as one of the
the cost and we hope is a wiser man, merry party of young people now
for our Maine fish and game laws j here and the days are crowded with
are made to keep and the people are ! pleasure for them, boating, fishing,
only too anxious for the wardens to bathing, tennis, camping and moun
attend to their duty.
tain climbing in the day and dancing,
The State Assessors and party, wh music and cards in the evening,
are making their annual trip to this
region registered here Saturday, they
are Hon. J. J. Dearborn of Newburg,
Hon. B. G. M.clntire, who is accom
panied by his wife and daughter Miss
Kathleen of East Waterford and Hon.
E. M. Johnstone and wife of Brownville.
To-dav thie party took a trip
to Kennebago and the first of the
week will stop in Phillips.
G. W. Jennan, Jr. of New Y^rk
Princeton College 1915 has joined a
party of friends for vacation days
here.
(Specdal to Mama Woods).
Mrs. Hiram Snyder of Ridgewood,
N. J., Mrs. W. H. Hendrickson and
Eustis July 14—The name
Jim
her three sens, W. H. Jr., Frank D. poad is unconventional but -it
is
and J. B. Hendrickson, who have true.
There were three trappers
taken camps here for their first sea whose historical names were James,
son, express themselves as greatly Timothy and Sutton. They separat
pleased with the place and the young ed at the Dead River and
struck
men think they never found such a out for new trapping grounds into
fine place for vacation days.
the unexplored wilderness.
Sutton,
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Morris and made his headquarters on a stream
son Dorrance and Mrs. E. P. Swift which appears on the map as. Sutton
of New York city are here for a long brook; Timothy located
on
Tim
stay.
Mr. Morris is chief engineer pond and James on Jim pond. This
of the Cape Cod canal.
pond is the center of the township
The following party from Stanford, bearing its name up among the Ap
Conn., who were touring through palachians in Franklin qounty
in
Maine in their automobiles tarried the northwestern part of the state
here this week: Mr. and Mrs. Harold within 20 miles of the 'Canada line,
Roberts, Miss Dorothy, John E. some distance northeast pf Rangeand Franklin Roberts.
They re ley lake.
ported the roads in excellent condit
Jiim lake might !be a better des
ion and were greatly pleased with criptive name, as the body of water
the grand scenery they foqpd In on the shoreis o f which the camps
Maine.
are located is three miles long and
Rudolph C. Hedlund of New York, one and a half miles wide. It is ir
well-known organist and his wife regular in outline and the
bold,
find this an ideal place for rest aud ledgjy mountains which shadow the
recreation.
;
‘
1 1 deep clear water give a picturesque
“ Is anyone going fishing
these setting of remarkable beauty.
The
days?”
Oh yes, every day one can lake is 2450 feet above spa level, in
count from six to 20 boats out on the heart of the wild forest,
yet
the clay banks plug fishing.
easily and conveniently reached and
Master M. H. Taylor and brother with daily mail facilities.
J. C. Taylor, of Philadelphia with
The atmosphere here is delightfully
Harry Nelson, guide, caught a 3!4 pure, dry and balsamic.
The re
and
and a 3 pound salmon this week. lief from the air of the cities
Mrs. Taylor, accompanied her boys sea coast is commented upon by all.
and guide for a two days’ trip over The refreshing vitalizing effect of
to Richardson pond, where they had the life_ in these woods is an old
good fly fishing and saw several stofy.
The cabins of Jim Pond Camps,
deer.
Camping trips to the different seven in number, are on the western
Those who con
ponds seem to be quite the fad, as shore of the lake.
a sojourn in a Maine
this is a most central- location to template
camp for the first time will he in
take such trips in all directions.
Kennetth Wilson of Bowdoinham of terested to knowr tihat the cabins
are built of logs, cut on the spot
and fitted up in true
backwoods
style, yet with every reasonable
convenience for comfort.
Each
camp has a stove and there
is
plenty of firewood.
An open fire
is agreeable nearly every
summer
evening and in the hunting season
there is no trouble in keeping warm.
The fish in the lake grow to a
very large size.
In Little Jim pond,
25 minutes’ walk from camp, are
found the large brown and rainbow
trout besides ordinary bro-ok trout.
The north branch of Dead River is
a mile from camp, affording most
excellent treut fishing.
There are
two inlets to the “ home”
pond;
trout in both.
Trails from
15
minutes to an hour long radiate in
The million dollar “ Hump” at Mechanicsall directions from Jim Pond Camps,
leading to other smaller lakes, riv
ville is the latest development in freight
ers and streams, among which are
yard construction.
Little Jim, Shallow', Greenbush and
Butler ponds; North Branch Dead
A freight train is backed up the slight in
River, Northwest Inlet and Jim
Pond streams.
There, are numerous
cline to the “ Hump.” There the train
small ponds made by beavers, full of
is broken up.
trout that rise freely to the fly.
The deer are here in great num
The cars are then carried by gravity each
bers and are a common
sight
through the summer.
Guests who
to its classified track.
stay into September are generally
persuaded by the sight of such an
The older method required backing the en
abundance of game to remain
at
tire train to place one car.
least a week of the hunting season
to take or send home the
twTo
This is only one of many ways devised to
deer which the Maine law allows
each to kill. The deer greatly out
give you the best freight service on the
number the moose, yet the woods
continent.
have moose sigfs in plenty and on
a tramp from Jim Pond Camps the
sportsman sees either moose tracks
or peelings and when least expected,
the moose itself, a sight never to
be forgotten.
There are also bear,
foxes, wildcats, fishers, beavers, duck
and partridge waiting for the- hunter.
For particulars in regard to Jim
Pond Camps see the ad on page 8
of this paper.

Service

Counts!

HOW JIM POND
WAS NAMED

Fish and Game Found in Abun
dance—Many Nearby Ponds
Afford Opportunities for
Tramping and
Fishing

MAINE WOOES, PHILLIPS, MAINE,

JULY 17, 1913

Where To Go In Maine

! week ago.
He was setting U p the
NEWS NOTES
|kitchen range when he fell heavily
FROM MINGO .upon the stove pipe cutting a -bad

' gash in fils hand.
The cut severed
j
two
arteries
and
being
alone he had
T h is place Is fam ous fo r th e E a r ly
hard work stopping the flow of b ood
T ro u t Fis h in g and E x ce lle n t Guides.
Mingo Hill, July 15—The glorious
but finally, succeeded on applying a
GOME TO OTTER POND GAMPS
1
Fourth passed quietly with us on our tourniquet and
getting
to ■the
This Spring and catch Trout weighing rom three to five pounds any day. Big Salmon |
hilltop from which point of vantage Springs where Dir. Ross, who ivas
too. Besides you get good Boats, a good Table and a good Time. For particulars address.
we saw the many motor boats, ha tily summoned dressed the wot nd
steamers and smaller crafts passing taking several stitches to d ose it.
GEORGE McKENNEY, Garatunk, Maine.
$
King and Bartlett Clamps, 2,000 feet down the lake to the shoot and oth Fred pluckilv resumed his duties and
and was rowing his boat the next. day.
above sea level, unexcelled
for
trout er contests at Mountain View,
fishing or an outing.
Individual cab back again.
On such a day one can
Our family of deer are still with
ins, open, wood fires, excellent cuisine, realize how numerous
the motor us, a large buck with horns showing
fine natural lithla spring water, m ag
T R O U T A N D S A L M O N F IS H IN G
% nificent scenery. Renew your health boats have become on our lakes, plainly. Although in the velvet it
The finest in northern Maine. 25 miles of brook fishing, 50 miles <► In the balsam-laden air of Maine’s ranging from the modest motor dory showed up in a little grove close to
to the flashing hydroplane.
Crafts our camps one forenoon recently and
of Dead River afford gamy stream fishing. Every part reached by ° Ideal resort. Address
canoe. Big Lake Trout and Salmon 2 1-2 miles by trail or team. Finest \\
with sails are still conspicuous by came out within 50 yards of us
of camps and boats. Arrive same day from N. Y. and Boston. No buck- o
their absence and since the pretty while the whole family stood in the
board trips. Write for other information.
O
sloop owned and sailed by James doorway arid looked him over with
J . G. HARLOW, THE FLAGSTAFF,
Flagstaff. Me.
j|
K in g and B a rtle tt C a m ps.
Munyon, Jr., for several years has an opera glass.
He strolled off
been
out of commission and rotting across lots towards Hay’s camp,
the
M
e.,
u
ntil
A dd ress, Fa rm in g to n ,
season opens.
on its ways at the springs the lake where loud hammering was
heard
has seen no sails until this sum and in a. short time came out. of
t
SADDLEBACK L A K E CAMPS.
In the mer.
t
Recently Mr. Baldwin, an old
the grove between our camp
and
Rangeley Region. Booklet.
time guest at Mountain View has the hote'l as tame as domestic cattle.
Hemon S. Blackwell. Dallas. Maine
We are located right by the
bravred the tricky winds
with a Another day Farmer Nile, while li £
side of a famous SALMON
sailing canoe and to-day this canoe ing his potatoes, was startled by
pool. Best early fishing in Y
and another lashed together with
the state, Salmon weighing
, loud whistle in the .grove
beliirk ■
K yX
long poles, forming something like a Mm and trariled ju9t in time to set*
3 lbs. Everything the bestt.
catamaran, although different from ; a deet d(i,sappear among the trees
Board $2 per day; $10 per
that by having a sail on each can- j TMs wag also near the middle U
week. Auto direct to hoteli i*
oe.
This novel contrivance seem- . the day and cloise by both our homes.
HOTEL EARLEY,
s
ed to be .quite seaworthy as
it ! Baggage, express and freight are
WILLIMANTIC, MAINE
braved the gales prevailing that fore- being .badly delayed and some times
Telephone .j.
noon but evidently lacked the abil
lost or stolen en route
to
this
^ X ,,X ,*l*,X"X**X"X*,X MXK’’X "X ,,i*<X*,X ,‘X ,,;*,l‘<**X,*X,*X,*X "X ,,X X ,,X «X “ X '’i*
ity- of sailing into the wind as its point.
Guests at the Springs are
owner was unable to get back to still without trunksi which should
Mountain View, bv sailing
against have reached here weeks ago.
(Special to Maine Woods).
I
the
howling
westerly
wind
and
ran had perishable goods' delayed
THE COMFORTS OF CITY LIFE IN THE WOODS
York Camps, Loon Lake, July 14—
two
into Mingo'Springs.
are to be had at the Hotel Blanchard, right in the heart of the famons
days over schedule time and a ship
Every thing running 'smoothly and
Dead River Region. Gamps are handy if you want them, but you can
Last Saturday we had a ball game ment of four pieces of freight came
everybody
having
“
the
time
of
our
go fishing in the best waters of the state while living in a hotel that is
on the hotel field, the West Range- in detachments, the first lot, in
modern in every respect. For illustrated booklet address
lives” at the camps.
leys
being pitted against a strong four days and the last box
ten
E. ft. G R 0 5 E ,.
S tra tto n , M e ,
Some have to ieave and return to
The
the busy life iii the outside World; team from Haines Landing gotten' up days from date of shipment.
but when one goes others come and by Herbert Welch who also is a last one bad been robbed of most
whether or not according to the member of the West Rangeleys, but' of its contents on the way.
THIS IS NO JOKE
Would it not be worth while for
rule of four minus one plus foul" iwill this time he showed his friends 'on
fast the railway employers’ unions
Gome to G b ase Pond
|
to
soon have the cabins full to over our local team some pretty
ball playing, his mine winning out devote some of their energies to im
I’ ll u se you right
flowing.
easly by- a score of 13 to 8 in sev proving their members both as to
Th ere are plenty of trou t
The Rourke party of three left en innings,
T h a t are rea d y to bite.
; ££.
The game was calle j their efficiency and thedc honesty.
last week and among the new ar en innings.
The game wris called
Guy G hadbourne, Bingham , M e.
The firm from which I purchased'
rivals to take their place and make while the visitors were at the bat
the goods has a foot note on its
things lively about the lake and in the first half of the eighth with
letter sheets which appeals to me
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for woods are: Miss Sally Peters of New three scores more to their credit and
CARRY POND CAMPS are opened for
so strongly that I am sending
it
fishermen. Best trout fishing in the Maine vacationists, tourists and sport ? York city, Messrs. Harry Markun and
insistent along hoping that you will publish
state of its distance to reach. Good men. All farm, dairy products, pork Monroe Robert Mayer of New York only two men out, the
tooting of the “ Rangeley’ s’ whistle it and so help along a much needed
accommodations for families during the and poultry from our own farm, enabl
city, Miss Susannah Usher of Cam calling the boys from down the lake
summer months. Send for booklet^
reform 'by the discontinuance
of
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, bridge, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
HENRY J. LANE,
from the field.
stilted unnecessary- and insincere)
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
Neilson of New York city, Dr. G. P.
Carry Pond Maine.
in
cor
To-day the West Rangeley-s went phrases and addresses
American plan. Send for circular.
Long of Brooklyn, N. Y., Mr. and
to the village to play the Lake respondence.
Mrs. F. L. Small of Boston and Mr.
This is it: “ We have never heard
House team the game ending in a
SPECIAL R A TE S for parties staying two
and Mrs. W. T. Kilborn, Jr. of Portweeks or more during July and August. Write
tie after nine innings with the a good reason for the use of “ dear
Camps at Long laud.
me before going elsewhere. Best o f fly fishing.
game 2 and 2 game called on account Madam, dear Sir, yours verv truly,”
Pond.
Ma n y
Can furnish references.
So much lias been said and written of rain.
and other similar phrases in busi
out-lying ponds,
C. A. SPAU LDIN G. Caratunk. Maine.
about f ’sh.ng and the big catches
ness correspondence.
For the sake
To-day
is
St.
Swithens
day
and
if
Pierce Pood Camps
Write
S. C. HARDEN,
in and about the lakes of Maine, we the old superstition that rain to of accuracy, brevity and economy we
Rangeley, Maine
will refrain from saying more than day means 40 days m°re of X> % have discontinued their use.”
TROUT BROOK CAMPS
“ tnere are just a* good fish” as ified, we certainly are doomed to
E. E. Patridge.
Located in the heart of the hunting and fish
ing region. Square tail trout and salmon weigh
RANGELEY LAKES.
ever were taken out, still iin Loon lak^ have a wet summer, for a threatening up to 10 pounds. Comfortable log camps
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at waiting for the fly that looks entic
Willing Panhandler.
and good table. For further information, address
ing sky from early morning
with
R. R. W A L K E R .
Mackamp. Maine the foot of BiaJd Mountain in a good
Archbishop Ryan, of Philadelphia,
ing enough for a strike, and Dr. occasional sprinkle has finally re
fishing section.
Steamboat accommo
was accosted one day by a drunken
dations O. II. Telephone at camps. Two Green and Mrs. Green, Dr. Long, and sulted in a decided down pour
as panhandler, who asked for a dime.
mails daily. W rite for free circulars to
Mr. Ralph Neilson are after them night closes in.
Haying lias just The archbishop gave him the dime and
A M O S E L L I S , P ro p ’r.,
AT
Bald M ountain,
Maine. “ believe me.”
commenced and the first outing is said: “ My friend, don’t you think it
Parties are going and coming from still unharvested and looks like a would be possible for you to walk in
Jo h n G a r v ille ’s C a m p s
York
Camps on Loon lake to the total loss.
1110 outlook for
this the straight and narrow path?" The
ROUND
MOUNTAIN
LAKE
CAMPS
at S p rin g Lake
panhandler straightened up, “ Who?
hunting
cabins
where
with
their
year’s
hay
crop
is
not
encouraging.
The
highest
and
coolest
Public
Resort
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
me?” he asked. "Show it to me. I
are most charmingly situated on the shores of in Maine. Individual camps with open guides they have the real
virgin
Daniel
P.
Hays,
a
prominent
New
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds, fires. Fly fishing for trout assured,
used to be a tight rope walker.”—Satr>
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
York
attorney
has
recently
moved
woods,
not
yet
desecrated
by
the
urday Evening Post.
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen every day, either lake or stream. Send
axe of man, in which to enjjoy the into bis bungalow which was built
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria for free booklet.
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
DION O. BLACKWELL, Prop.
guide,
perfect simple life.
Dr. and Mrs. this- season, for him by bis
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
Round Mountain, Maine. Raymond with their guide returned Fred' Fowler, on a shore lot
One Mistake He Made.
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
he
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
“ Your son seems very clear-head*
Saturday
from
an
ideal
outing.
bough
of
me
between
Mingo
Springs
summer resort. Telephone communications with
ed." “ Yes; he’s a smart boy. Only he
MOOSELOORMEGUNTIC HOUSE
•Milage and doctor. References furnished- Terms
Mr. and Mrs. made a mistake once. He said, ‘Fa
Messrs.' Markun, Mayer'and Mac- and Oakes’ eamps.
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
HEART OF THE R A N G E LE Y S
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Me.
SHORE OF MOOSELOORMEGUNTIC LAKE NaMai’a with the nature loving gentle Hays, with their daughter, Bessie, ther. now is th’ time to fail,’ so we
Most Central location in Rangeley Region.
Tennis, Music, Boating, Garage, etc. Specia man Mr. Bartram and their guide, have enjoyed camp life greatly with failed, and made good money from it.
Septe mber rates.
MRS F. B. BURNS, Prop.
Lee Wilcox, left yesterday for one Fred as cook and general factotum, Only if we had waited till th’ next
of fiVlr. York’s hunting camps where although they came near to losing week we would have burned ou t!”—«
DEAD RIVER REGION
his services for good
about
a Cleveland Plain Dealer.
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every they purpose having a real bona
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca; fide outing in the beautiful woods
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting of Main .. Too bad we could not
section. Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F have some of Mr. Bartram’s inter
esting w-ood-lore tales with which—
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
like the tales of Hamlet’s dead fath
er he will cause- each and every,
RANGELEY LAKES.
Camp Beams, The Birches, The Barker. hair to stand on end like the quills
W rite for free circular. * Capt. F . C. on the porcupine.
Could we get
them first hand we might be tempte
Are delightfully situated on shore of Barker, Beml®, Maine.
Bake Parlin on direct line from Quebec
to lengthen our columns.
to Rangeley Bakes, popular thorough
V IA R U M FO R D F A L L S .
The two new fireplaces, marie of
fare for automobiles, being a distance
Best
Salmon
and Trout
Fishing In immense rocks with picturesque inof 122 miles each way.
F ly fishing begins about June
Bake Parlin and the 12 out ponds In Maine.
lays of quartz and wide concrete
the radius of four --miles
furnish the. I .
Send for circular.
House always
mantels are greatly admired by the
best of fly fishing the whole season.
open.
John
Chadwick & Co., Upper
The house and camps are new and have
guests at York Camps.
Dam.
Maine.
all
modern
conveniences,
such
as
baths, ga s lights, open rock fireplaces,
Truthful Jam es.
etc.
The cuisine la unexcelled.
CLARK
&
TOOTHAKER’
S
Canoeing,
boating,
bathing, tennis,
_______

IN T H E

Woods of Maine

HARRY M. PIERCE,

SPRING FISHING!

|

MANY NEW COMERS
AT YORK CAMPS
Party Go to Hunting Camp to Have
Real Bona Fide Outing

W E S T END
HOTEL

M. CASTNER, Prop’r.
Portland, Maine

FISHING

FISHING

BIG RESULTS
FR O M SM ALL ADS.

Lake Parlin House and Gamps.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

Look around and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms,
Boats, A Dog, An Antomobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham
mock or something else you don’t want.

mountain Climbing, au/tomobUing, etc.
W rite for booklet.
H. P.
Ja c k m a n ,

M cK E N N E Y ,

P rop rieto r,
Maine.

.................. .

as the ice goes out. W rite for booklet.

CLARK & TOOTHAKER,
Ftmeaat Island. Oxford County Maine.

BELGR ADE

L A K E S , M A IN E .

T h« Belgrade.
Best Sportsmen’s Hotel
In Now England. Best black bass fish
ing In the world, best trout fishing In
Mains.
Chas. N . Hull S Son. Managens.
C A TA N C E LA K E .
Salmon and Trout
fishing.
Also all kinds o f gam© in season.
In
formation and Terms furnished on ap
plication.
Private boarding house. P.
O. Keith, Cooper, Maine.

Beet of

HAS SCENT OF MAINE WOODS

JIM POND G AM PS
Re-opened
I « the heart of the hunting amd f i l 
ing region. Individual camps with open
.fires. Only three mf.es, buckbotxrd road
Write for booklet. Telephone oonefeetions.
M. M. GREE>N & BROS.,
Jim Pond Camps,
Euistis, Me.

Has seen* of main© woods.
Braokley Point, Prince Edward Is
land, Canada, July 13—Enclosed find
$5 lu payment of M:»iue Woods from
March 18 1913 Ho j^arch 18 M18.
Even your letfeer of reminder has
a scent of the Maine Woods about;
it.
Politeness is always appreciated.
Send to same address as hereto
fore.
Harry W. Wood, 7 Beckman
st. New York city, N. Y.

Someone else is sure/ to want it
We'have sold things for others, and we can do the
fcame for you. Rates one cent a word in advance.
Address, Classified Department,
MAINE WOODS,
Phillips, Meine

